




An Aspeet of Ego Identity in the Theory of Anomie 






































































































































































































































































(1) Iacilities-achivement bal阻伐， (2) reward(input) 


















































































































































する学者ICは，レオ ・J・スロール (LeoJ. Srole)が
いる。彼は， アノミーを個人の構絡な他己への所属感覚
(sense of self-othe尽 belongingness)や個人の他己

















































































































































て，マー トン，パースンズ，デュノレケ ムー， コーへンな
どの巡脱行動lζ「いての論文考察から得られたものであ
る。
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Summary 
This paper attempts to criticize the sociological theories of anomie and to find the new hypotheses 
of deviant or psychopathelogical behaviors in terms of ego identity which is not considered in its 
sociological analysis so far. The data for the analysis are gathered from the bibliographical study of the 
sociologists' (E. Durkheim， R. K. Merton， T. Parsons， A. K. Cohen) theories of anomie. 
The analysis indicates tbat th出 theoriesoveremphasize only the sociological and cultural factors in 
the explanation of the deviant behaviors such as crime， delinquency， narcotics， and alcoholicism， For 
example， Durkbeim emphasizes the lack of social control in his explanation of the deviant behaviors 
and Merton's analytic frame of work consists of the institutional means， cultural goal， and opportunity 
s仕ucture.While Parsons and Cohen give their attentions to the aspect of the interaction in terms of 
group and socia1 class， the conception of ego identity or psychodynamicsむ enot framed in their theory 
of the deviant behavior. 
Through the critical discussion stated above， the folowing basic propositions were derived. 
1， The feeling of mora1 emptiness is learned by the individua1s， and their learning pr'α:cesses are 
influenced by their motivation， psychodynamics， teaching process and other obstacles. 
2. The situation in which tbe learning of the social norm is impeded will increase tbe degree of anomic 
feeling， 
3. Tbe peaple with poor education and poor employment conditions would be Iikely to have anomic 
( 18 ) 
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feeling because of their isolation from cultural main stream of tbe society. 
4. Anomic situation is a product of the operation of scio-<:ural factors and psycbological factors. 
5. Tbe contradiction of socio-<:ultural factors leading to tbe normless situation or the feeling of moral 
emptiness will bring a加uttbe deviant behavior through the intervening the ego identity of the 
individual. 
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